®

AEGIS II
XTREME

INDUSTRIAL ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE

ORNAMENTAL PEDESTRIAN RAILING
Engineered to meet AASHTO LRFD*

Aegis II Xtreme is the obvious front-runner in strength and durability for decorative pedestrian bridge railing. With a dual
ForeRunner rail and multi-layer coating, this pedestrian railing is unmatched in overall product performance. In addition, the
manufactured design of Aegis II Xtreme allows for a simplistic installation that yields extreme project savings.
*Note: Load combination limit state: Strength 1, 1.00 design live load, 1.25 dead load.
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AEGIS II XTREME
ORNAMENTAL PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE RAILING
1"sq x 14ga PICKETS | 1.75" x 3.5" x 14ga Dual ForeRunner™ RAILS | 4"sq x 11ga POSTS

STYLE OPTIONS

CLASSIC

™

MAJESTIC

™

GENESIS

™

INVINCIBLE

™

FABRICATION & DESIGN
The innovative design of the Dual ForeRunner rail contains an internally
secured galvanized retaining rod that allows for variable pitch connection,
biasability and eliminates the need for visually unappealing external fasteners.
Galvanized inside and out; to protect against internal corrosion; puts the Dual
ForeRunner rail in the upper echelon of decorative railing options.

Classic Shown

PERMACOAT ™ PROTECTIVE FINISH
Ameristar’s production facilities use a state-of-the-art polyester powder coating system that
provides a durable and scratch resistant finish. Aegis II Xtreme is protected with Ameristar’s
PermaCoat multi-layer coating process. The combination of these layers delivers a system that
increases weathering resistance and product durability. The Ameristar coating system results in
finished surfaces with unmatched performance.

10 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
The family of Aegis steel products are manufactured from the highest quality materials by skilled
craftsmen to meet the highest standards of workmanship in the industry. This is why Ameristar
proudly offers a limited 10 year warranty.

MEETS BUY AMERICAN
Ameristar is committed to providing products that meet the Buy American Act. We have made
significant investments in technology, process improvement, and employee training in an effort to
secure American jobs and combat inferior products.
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